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TONHC Cultural Presentation — 02.18.2020

CULTURAL 
CONSIDERATIONS



Ancestry
• Circa 1050 B.C.E SW Arizona was occupied by a 

peoples known as the Huhugam

• This great civilization constructed a massive system of 
canals (nearly 700 miles in total length!) in and around 
what is now the greater Phoenix Metropolitan area 
circa 600 C.E.

• The peoples dwelling in the region historically were 
eventually classified as 2 different peoples despite a 
common heritage:

• The Akimel O'odham (River People) were those who 
dwelt along the banks of these canals and rivers

• The Tohono O'odham (Desert People) lived further 
out where the canals emptied out into arroyos 
(washes)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
***CLICK to step throughNilThis was constructed using nothing but their hands and some early tools made of wood and stoneNil(modern day Pima)Previuosly known as Papago – name discarded in 1986 with adoption of new Constitution; name was coined by Spanish after hearing other local tribes refer to them as "bean people" in their native tongue



The Tohono O'odham
As the washes sprawled out across the vast 
expanse of the desert, likewise the Tohono 
O'odham built their settlements over a vast 
area to maximize this resource:

• The many branches of arroyos led to 
many small communities dotting the 
desert

• Deep in the Sonoran landscape the 
O'odham mastered their terrain and 
built a tapestry of crops which, along 
with gathering and minimal hunting, was 
able to sustain their society

• Hunting was only for sustenance — no 
trapping or trading for profit occurred

Presenter
Presentation Notes
***CLICK to step through bulletsThe O'odham at the time were not a horse-faring people so the great distances between villages was all traveled by foot (use of Horses did not occur until well after European influence penetrated these lands in the 1500's); contact between the villages was not a daily occurrence and often the villages occupants would be of the same blood line for generations (hence why it is common to use "auntie" or "grandmother" based on locality rather than by more western definition)The traditional crops: teperary beans, squash, melons, sugar; gathering – mesquite pods, saguaro fruit, cholla, napollito; hunting  - rabbit, deer, javellinanil



Ethos
We:mt (working together) -

• O'odham society functioned as a whole rather 
than focusing on individual needs

• Everything was shared – resources, shelter, 
labor. If something needed doing, the 
Community saw to it together.

Wohocudadag (beliefs) -

• This communal sense did not stop with the 
people of the land. To the O'odham, the sense 
of community extended to their environment 
as well.

• Everything was there for a reason and served a 
purpose. The land, the animals, the plants and 
the people were all responsible for each other.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
***CLICK to step through main topicsThis meant that you did not hunt or gather for your own nourishment but rather you were a COMMUNITY hunter or gatherer; You did not grow a crop on your land but rather you were a community farmer.Consequently there was no word for "please" or "thank you" because the need to ask for something "as a favor" did not exist.  There was no sense of personal belongings.  If it was in your community it belonged to everyone.NilNil



O'odham Living
Himdag (way of living)

• Survival in the Sonoran landscape was (and still 
is) challenging given its natural attributes

• This arduous existence however was made 
possible by their system of beliefs and ingenuity

• The O'odham listened to the Land and chose to 
live with it in harmony (rather than to find a way 
to conquer it)

Apedag (well-being)

• Consequently this ideology brought with it the 
cultivation of a lifestyle that was healthy not 
only to the body but to the heart, mind and 
spirit.
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Presentation Notes
***CLICK to step through main topics



Social Interaction
• Much of the Tohono O'odham's material 

culture was either taken, destroyed or lost 
to the elements

• Until the late 1990's the Tohono O'odham 
had no official written form of language

• Despite this their Himdag has survived 
largely in part through their tradition of 
Storytelling

• Because of its significant role in cultural 
heritage, the act of telling a story has 
become a trusted way of communication 
and is characteristic of the O'odham

Presenter
Presentation Notes
***CLICK to step throughNilNilThis was the primary means by which Elders passed on their cultural knowledge to the younger generations.  This tradition continues to this day and is practiced primarily in the winter months.IMPORTANT: During a health encounter if a provider were to ask "what brings you to us today?", the patient might begin by recapping the events of the past week that eventually culminated in their need to seek out medical assistance; During this phase of the communication, interaction is acceptable however interruption will likely be perceived as culturally inappropriate.  Furthermore being dismissive of the Story will likely be perceived as offensive and may lead to complete decay of the provider/patient rapport.



Traditional Medicine
In both earlier days and modern times, matters of 
healthcare are considered to be very private 
matters:

• Traditional Healers known as Makai practiced 
healing sometimes in an 'Olas Ki

• Traditional Medicine remains in practice to this 
day

• As a Healthcare provider you may encounter 
signs of Traditional Medicine:

• Feathers (in hair or hand)

• Ashes (rubbed on face/forehead/hands)

• Ribbons (around wrist/ankles)
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Presentation Notes
'Olas Ki was a special type of dwelling which was dome-shaped and made of mostly grass and clay which was used for a variety of ceremonies; this variety also helped conceal the reasons for visiting a Makai;  According to the Cultural Specialists at the Himdag Ki it was a visit that individuals often made on their own to assure privacy even from those closest to them Some of the Ma Makai (plural) have blended their practice with modern day Catholicism – As of 2001 85% of Nation was Catholic IMPORTANT: If you MUST interfere with these things BE RESPECTFUL and inform the patient or family of your reasons



Western Medicine
The rule of privacy remains a 
significant factor at TONHC today:

• Physicians are viewed as healers 
and are perceived as people of 
power

• This may have hampering effect on 
Patient/Provider communications

• A great deal of anxiety exists 
among the O'odham in ALL age 
groups regarding visits to the 
hospital:

• Knowledge deficit

• Perception of hospital's purpose
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Presentation Notes
NilPeople may nod in agreement because disagreeing with a Physician may be culturally inappropriate; may discourage pt. From asking questions or seeking clarification on treatments and options; may prevent them from expressing their own concerns over the perceived needs of the provider when treatments are being carried outAvoid "firm" handshakes;  touch for examination is ok but would advise announcing physical contacting before actually touching; eye contact ok for examination (eye exam) only; tread lightly with elders otherwiseMany admit that their anxiety stems from not understanding much of the technical language and it is our DUTY as Healthcare workers to treat this with appropriate educationMany see hospital as "last resort" to illness and a place to go when you are near death;  Preventative health care concept is not widespread, and many do not understand its importance in avoiding illness



Death and Dying
Traditional culture views the event of Death as a 
passing into another plane of existence.

• Last days are spent in preparation for the 
Journey:

• Traditional healer may visit

• Clay may be rubbed on the flesh and in 
some cases may be drank

• After one's passing there is period of 4 days of 
mourning proceeded by 4 days of prayers:

• During this time, the Spirit is on the Journey 
from one existence to the next

• If any part of the body is dismembered, 
make attempts to retain and return to 
family
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Presentation Notes
NilNilNilIMPORTANT: When someone passes at the facility expect large numbers of people to comeAs death marks the beginning of journey then the more time passed means the Spirit is further away;  We often have family continue to visit even once their loved one has been placed in the morgueThis includes hair and products of conception
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? The importance of any story is ‘what is it trying to 
teach you.’ I’m O’odham, and I’ll always be O’odham, 
so these stories are a part of me. If I choose not to 
value my own culture, then I would have a conflict 

with who I am.

- Ron Geronimo, Tohono O’odham
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